Psychic Medium Matt Fraser Announces March 2018 Dates for
Exciting 7 Day Western Caribbean Cruise
Matt Fraser is an international sensation, praised for helping diverse people find peace and tranquility
through his astonishing psychic gifts. In once in lifetime news, Matt recently announced he is
accepting reservations to join him from March 24 – 31, 2018 for a seven-day spiritual odyssey on the
beautiful high seas of the Caribbean – opening psychic doors and changing lives for the better.
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In today's age it is far beyond rare to have the opportunity to take time - let alone go on vacation with a very special spiritual figure, in an adventure that promises to explore hidden psychic
possibilities and help seekers connect with their higher selves. World renowned psychic medium
Matt Fraser has recently announced just this kind of exciting and potentially life-altering news,
opening the doors to a March 24 to March 31st, 2018 7 Day Western Caribbean Cruise, which he will
lead in his uniquely inspirational and compassionate way. The number of spots available are limited.
“Join us and replace your stress and worries, with peace and tranquility,” commented Fraser, well
known for his stunning appearances on NBC, CBS and across the internet. “For people who have seen
my work and appreciate it, being able to take in the energy live is a whole new experience, especially
in a pressure free environment like our cruise. It is exploding with unlimited potential.”
According to Matt's team behind the scenes, the seven day adventure leaves from Fort Lauderdale on
March 24 and will visit Turks and Caicos, The Bahamas, Half Moon Cay, Amber Cove & historical Key
West on the Holland American Line Cruise Line before returning to port, recharged and renewed on
March 31.
Highlights of the cruise will include Matt's world famous readings, talks and spiritual master classes,
along with swimming with dolphins, experiencing the Paradise-like beauty of nature in the Caribbean
first hand in beach side guided meditations, delicious meals and first class fellowship opportunities
with new like minded friends.
Being in-demand psychic medium and spiritual teacher Matt Fraser's first opportunity of this kind he's
sharing with the public, tickets are not expected to last very long at all, making it very wise to act
quickly to secure a spot.
For more information and to sign up be sure to visit http://www.meetmattfraser.com.

